10 Learning Games You Can Play Anywhere!
(For full directions & examples, read my blog post at
www.littleplayfullearners.com/no-prep-learning-games)

Letter Hunt - Say a letter or sound. Players have to find and touch it
somewhere in the space you’re in.
I Spy - “I spy with my little eye something that starts with the letter B.”
Other topics: letter names, letter sounds, beginning sounds, rhyming words,
syllables, shapes, and more!

Sit or Stand - "If I say a word that starts with the letter F, stand up. If I
say a word that does NOT start with the letter F, sit down."

Clues - “I’m thinking of an animal that starts with the letter T.”
Mystery Word - “Ok, Word Detective. Can you solve this mystery word?
kkkkk.....aaaaa.....tttt.”

Alike & Unalike - Name two objects. Players have to think of at least one way
that they’re the same and at least one way that they’re different.

CluBs - Name 7 animals that have sharp teeth. Name 10 things with 4
wheels. Name 12 foods with cheese in them.

Odd One Out - “I’m going to say 3 words and I want you to tell me which one
doesn’t fit.”

Going to Grandma’s - Take turns thinking of things in ABC order that would
fit in a suitcase. “I was going to Grandma’s house and in my suitcase I
packed an apple, a baseball glove, a card, etc.”

Billboard letter hunt
Take turns finding letters on billboards in ABC order.
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